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Abstract. This paper makes a case directed towards establishing
the importance of global strategic considerations in choosing
multinationals'entry mode. Specifically,it is our contention that
beyond the environmental and transaction-specificfactors well
established in the literature to affect the entry mode decision,
we should also consider the strategicrelationshipa multinational
envisages between its operations across borders in reaching this
decision. After incorporating various global strategic variables
into an eclecticframeworkof the factorsinfluencingthe entrymode
choice, this paper tests both the validityof the overall framework
and the importance of each entry mode determinant in differentiating among entry modes. This is done based on ninety-six
multinational managers' responses to a survey questionnaire
concerning their entry mode decision experiences. The results
suggest that an express incorporationof global strategicvariables
into an analysis of the entry mode decision is warranted.
This paper is concerned with the critical decision of multinationals' foreign
entry mode choice. While existing studies have already identified a diversity
of variables that influence this decision, in our view these variables can
essentiallybe collapsedinto one of two categories:environmentalor ftansactionspecific factors. Common to existing studies identifying these factors is their
underlying assumption that each entry decision is made in isolation and is
driven essentially by efficiency considerations at the level of the individual
entrant or subsidiary unit. Recent works by Anderson and Gatignon [1986]
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and Gatignon and Anderson [1988] provide an excellent review and integrationof existing entrymode explanationswithina transactioncost framework.
Notwithstandingthe centralrole environmentaland transaction-specificfactors
play in influencing multinationals' institutional mode choice, this paper
makes a case directed towards establishing the importance of a third group
of factors-global strategic considerations-in determiningthe foreign entry
mode choice. Specifically, it is our contention that beyond the subsidiary
unit level considerationsalreadyestablishedin the literature,it is also important
to consider the role that the global strategic posture of a multinationalplays,
namely the strategic relationship it envisages between its operations across
borders, in reaching its entry mode decision.
The theoretical heritage of our contention can be traced in part to the seminal
work of Perlmutter[1969] which acknowledged the increasing existence of
geocentric approachesto multinationalmanagement.The geocentric approach
outlined by Perlmutterprovided a succinct explanation for the existence of
and benefits attached to managing subsidiary units not as a portfolio of
independent units but as an interdependentnetwork. The more recent foundation upon which our argumentrests, however, is the rich body of literature
on global strategy (e.g., Hout, Porterand Rudden [1982]; Hamel and Prahalad
[1985]; Kogut [1985a, 1985b]; Kim and Mauborgne [1988]; Yip, [1989])
which has either explicitly or implicitly built upon Perlmutter's geocentric
conception.
Though the specific global strategic prescriptions advanced throughout the
literaturevary [Ghoshal 1987], they are identical in two fundamentalrespects.
The first is that their overriding objective is unwaveringly overall corporate
success, not the maximization of each individual subsidiaryunit's efficiency.
The second is that in achieving this objective, interdependencies across
subsidiary units must be actively managed. To illustrate, positions in one
country market should be continuously leveraged against those in other
country markets and hence subsidiary units may well be established and
managed for very untraditional reasons such as acting as a competitive
scanning outpost in an otherwise unprofitablemarketor sacrificing subsidiary
revenue to check the cashflow of a potential global competitor.
Given thatmultinationalsincreasinglycompete against one anotherin multiple
markets where the strategic actions taken by a multinational in one market
can have repercussions in other markets (e.g., Watson [1982]; Kim and
Mauborgne [1988]), as argued herein, we believe that a multinational's
global strategic posture has a major impact on its entry mode choice. Thus,
as a recent work of Hill, Hwang, and Kim [1990] has argued, an express
incorporationof global strategic variables into an analysis of the entry mode
decision is an essential research task.
Accordingly, this researchincorporatesvariouscorporate,global-level strategic
variables into what has been termed an eclectic framework of the factors
influencing the entry decision (Hill, Hwang and Kim [1990]); this framework
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consists of not only environmentaland transaction-specific
factorsbut also
global strategicconsiderations.Unlike the pure conceptualwork of Hill,
Hwang and Kim [1990], however,this paperperformsthe importanttask
of testing the frameworkat two differentlevels. First,we test the validity
of the overallframeworkby examiningthe impactof the identifiedrelevant
entrymode variablesoperatedtogetheron the final entrymode choice. It
is importantto recognizethat while each of the identifiedvariablesinfluence the entrymode choice, it is the collective,simultaneousconsideration
of all these factorsthat determinesthe ultimatedecision. Second, we test
the importanceof each variable in differentiatingamong distinct entry
of the relativeimpormodes;the aim here is to gain a betterunderstanding
tance of global strategicconsiderationsvis-'a-visthe otherentrymode variablesin detennimngmultinationals'
entrymode choice.Giventhe paucityof
empiricalresearchconductedat the firm level (e.g., Caves [1982]), such
empiricalexaminationsshouldmakea meaningfulcontribution
in advancing
our knowledgeof this topic beyondits largelyconceptualstate. Moreover,
this study is the first to use finns' directresponsesfor an empiricalinvestigationof this topic.
INTERNATIONALENTRY MODES

Of empiricalinterestin this paperare the threedistinctinternationalentry
modesof licensing,joint venturing,andwhollyownedsubsidiaries.Although
somethingof a simplification,much of the internationalbusinessliterature
focuses on these threedistinctmodes and suggeststhat each of these entry
modes is consistentwith a differentlevel of control (e.g., Calvet [1984];
Caves [1982]; Davidson [1982]; Root [1987]) and resourcecommitment
(e.g., Vernon [1983]). Controlhere means authorityover operationaland
strategicdecisionmaking;resourcecommitmentmeansdedicatedassetsthat
cannotbe redeployedto alternativeuses withoutloss of value. A review of
the literature(e.g., Hill, HwangandKim [1990]) suggeststhatwhile wholly
ownedsubsidiariescan be characterized
by a relativelyhigh level of control
andresourcecommitments,the oppositecan be said of licensingagreements.
With respectto joint ventures,althoughthe levels of controland resource
commitmentsadmittedlyvary with the natureof the ownershipsplit, their
extentcanneverthelessbe saidto lie betweenthatof whollyownedsubsidiaries
and licensing agreements.
THE INCORPORATIONOF GLOBAL STRATEGICVARIABLES

In an attemptto expandthe existingentrymode analysesbeyondthe narrow
confines of each entrydecision in isolation,this paperconsidersthe extent
of: (1) global concentration;(2) global synergies;and (3) global strategic
motivationsexercisedby the firm.This broaderconceptionwill allow us to
expressly considerthe strategicrelationshipa multinationalenvisages between its operations across borders in reaching its entry mode decision.
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As shown in Figure 1, threegroupsof variablesare believed to influence
the entrymode decision.Thesearethe globalstrategicvariableshighlighted
hereinas well as the alreadywell-establishedenvironmentalvariables(host
countryrisk, location unfamiliarity,demanduncertainty,and competition
intensity)and transaction-specificvariables(value of firm-specificknowhow and tacit nature of know-how). Firm-specificknow-how refers to
knowledge that is proprietaryto a given firm. Tacit know-how involves
non-codifiableknowledgenot embodiedin physical items such as capital
goods, equipment,and blueprints.Ratherit is the informationthatmust be
obtainedtypically via consultingor advisoryservices for physical equipment or "hardware"to be absorbedand utilized effectively by the firm
Teece [1977]. While we believe thatit is the collective, simultaneousconsiderationof all threegroupsof factorsthat deternines the ultimateentry
decision,thispaperarguesthatbeyondenvironmental
andtransaction-specific
factors,globalstrategicvariableswouldplay a criticalrole in differentiating
among distinctentrymodes.
In the following, we first discuss the effects of the three global strategic
variableson theentrymodedecision.We thenbrieflyreviewthe effectsof the
andtransaction-specific
existingenvironmental
variablesshownin Figure1 on
the institutionalmode choice.
Global Strategic Variables
GlobalConcentration.Increasinglymultinationalcorporations(MNCs)find
themselvesin industriesthatarecharacterized
by a limitednumberof players
who confronteach other in many differentnationalmarketsaroundthe
globe. Thatis, the global industryhas becomehighly concentrated.In such
industries,conditionsof oligopolistic interdependencespill over national
boundariescreatinga high level of competitiveinterdependenceamong
players.When global competitiveinterdependence
exists, the actionstaken
an
MNC
in
one
market
often
have
in
by
repercussions othernationalmarkets
(e.g., Watson [1982]; Kim and Mauborgne[1988]). For competitiveinterdependenceimplies that organizationscan influenceone anothernot only
directlybut also indirectlyin any of the diversenationalmarketsin which
they compete.
An example of this is the case of Michelin versus Goodyear.When the
North Americansubsidiaryof Michelindecidedto expandits shareof the
NorthAmericantire marketit employedthe traditionalmarketingtactic of
lowering the price of its tires. Such tactic, it surmised,would attractnew
customersandmost likelynot be matchedby its chief competitor,Goodyear,
due to the significanceof Goodyear'sNorthAmericansales andthe attendant
non-trivialcosts such a parallelmove wouldimposeon the NorthAmerican
giant.WhatMichelindid not anticipate,however,was thatGoodyearcould
counterits move not directlybut indirectly.Because of the oligopolistic
natureof the global tire industry,Goodyearwas able to skillfully parry
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Michelin's tactic by dropping the price of its tires in Michelin's profit
sanctuary, Europe. This caused a non-trivial negative impact on Michelin's
main cash source, causing the fin to retractits North American price drop
and in effect rendering its marketing tactic futile and costly.
Given such global industry settings, it follows that MNCs may well be
inclined to exercise a high level of control over foreign operations. High
control enhances an MNC's ability to ensure that strategic actions taken by
a subsidiary in one national market do not produce negative ramifications
in other national markets above and beyond the expected gains to be made
by a focal subsidiary's strategic move. At the same time, a high level of
control enhances a multinational's ability to call on its subsidiary located
in one market to assist in a competitive battle being fought in anothermarket
for the benefit of the overall organization, as exemplified by the actions of
Goodyear. Altogether, this suggest the proposition that: Other things being

equal, when the global industryis highly concentrated,MNCs will favor
high controlentrymodes.
Global Synergies. Global synergies arise when the inputs of a multinational
"areshared, or utilized jointly with complete congestion" [Willig 1978:346].
By inputs we refer to the core factors of a multinational such as R&D,
marketing, or manufacturing. Examples of multinationals leveraging core
competencies in an effort to exploit global synergies abound.A good example
of this would be Honda who globally leveraged its advanced engine technology in motorcycles to expand into the automobile, lawn mower, and
snow-blower industry segments worldwide. Another example is that of
Yves Saint Laurent who leveraged its prestigious global brandname in high
fashion to expand into the perfume, cosmetic and recently cigarette industry
domains across the globe.
The implications of global synergies with respect to competitive advantage
have become increasingly clear; they produce a positive impact on corporate
profitability(e.g., Hamel and Prahalad[1985]; Ghoshal [1987]; Kim, Hwang
and Burgers [1989]). This is typically actualized through enhanced innovative capability or some form of cost reduction [Baumol, Panzer and Willig
1982]. For example, Honda's engine technology, once developed for producing
motorcycles, was virtually costlessly available for the production of engines
in the different capacities in which Honda exploited it across the globe.
Researchers (e.g., Jones and Hill [1988]; Harrigan [1985a, 1985b]; Porter
[1980]) have argued that the benefits of synergy, including economies of
scope, increase firms' commitmentto business units and can best be exploited
through hierarchical control. Jones and Hill [1988:161] argue that hierarchy
is necessary as market-mediatedexchanges aimed at the realization of synergies will typically be beset with hazards. The difficulty is this. To achieve
synergies, inputs between transacting parties must be shared or utilized
jointly. However, the very fact that inputs must be shared or utilized jointly
makes it hard to sort out the unique contribution and performance of each
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transacting party. This presents a monitoring problem and hence creates
room for managerialdiscretion.Absent internalorganization,the very existence
of managerial discretion tends to trigger opportunistic behavior and the
shirking of activities between independent transacting parties [Williamson
1975]; hence, the need for hierarchy.Altogether,this suggests the proposition

that:Otherthingsbeingequal,whenthe extentof potentialglobal synergies
between the extrantand other sister business units is great, MNCs will
demanda high level of controlin theforeign operation.
Global Strategic Motivations. When MNCs enter foreign markets, especially
their global contenders' home markets, they may have strategic motivations
that go beyond the narrow calculus of choosing the most efficient entry
mode; that is, they may have global strategic motivations [Edwards 1971;
Watson 1982; Hout, Porter and Rudden 1982; Hamel and Prahalad 1985;
Kim and Mauborgne 1988]. Examples of multinationals possessing global
strategic motivations, which often go against economic efficiency maximization of a particularbusiness unit, have become a common occurrence in
today's reality of global competition. Such motivations for establishing a
foreign business unit can range anywhere from setting up a strategic outpost
for future global expansion, to developing a global sourcing site, to attacking actual or potential global competitors. Hence, global strategic motivation can be defined as motivation to fulfill strategic aims set at the corporate
level for the purpose of overall corporate efficiency maximization.
To effectively achieve global strategicmotivations,recent studies have argued
the importanceof tight coordinationacross global business units (e.g., Porter
[1986]; Bartlett [1984]). Tight coordination is necessary for the effective
and efficient execution of global strategic motivations, especially as their
implementation often requires business units to "sacrifice" subsystem gains
for the benefit of the overall organization (e.g., Hedlund [1986]). That tight
coordinationis difficult to accomplish underconditions of coalition formation
or licensing has been argued (e.g., Porter and Fuller [1986]); such agreements link a foreign entrant to other independent firm(s) with potentially
different strategic motivations. Altogether, this suggests the proposition that:

Otherthingsbeingequal,MNCsexercisingglobal strategicmotivationswill
favor high controlentrymodes.
EnvironmentalVariables
Country Risk. When country risk is high, existing works indicate that an
MNC would do well to limit its exposure to such risk by restricting its
resource commitments in that particular national domain [Kobrin 1983;
Vernon 1983; Bradley 1977]. Rephrased, other things being equal, when
country risk is high, MNCs will favor entry modes that involve relatively
low resource commitments.
Location Unfamiliarity.Previous studies argue that the greater the perceived
distance between the home and host country in terms of culture, economic
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systems, and business practices, the more likely it is that MNCs will shy
away from direct investmentin favour of licensing or joint ventureagreements
[Anderson and Coughlan 1987; Davidson 1980; Green and Cunningham
1975; Johanson and Vahlne 1977; Kobrin 1983; Stopford and Wells 1972].
This is because the latter institutional modes enhance MNCs' flexibility to
withdrawfrom the host marketshouldthey be unableto comfortablyacclimatize
themselves to the unfamiliar setting. Restated, other things being equal,
when the perceived distance between the home and host country is great,
MNCs will favorentrymodes thatinvolve relativelylow resourcecommitments.
Demand Uncertainty. When future host country demand for an MNC's
product is uncertain, existing works indicate that an MNC may be unwilling
to invest substantial resources in the country to effectively adjust to oscillating conditions and to enhance its ability to exit the market without incurring substantial sunk costs should demand fail to reach a significant level
(e.g., Harrigan [1983]). Thus, other things being equal, when demand uncertainty is high, MNCs will favor entry modes that involve low resource
commitments.
Intensity of Competition. When the intensity of competition is high in a host
market, existing works (e.g., Harrigan [1985a, 1985b]) assert that firns
would do well to avoid internal organization, as such markets tend to be
less profitable and therefore do not justify heavy resource commitments.
Hence, other things being equal, the greater the intensity of competition in
the host market, the more MNCs will favor entry modes that involve low
resource commitments.
Transaction-Specific Variables
Value of Firm-Specific Know-How. Transaction cost theory or internalization theory stresses the importance of the finn-specific advantages MNCs
enjoy relative to host country enterprises [Dunning 1981; Rugman 1981;
Hennart 1982; Hill and Kim 1988; Teece 1977, 1981, 1983; Buckley and
Casson 1976]. This theory suggests that when the quasi-rents that can be
earned from an MNC's firm-specific know-how are non-trivial, the propensity of licensees (or venture partners) to disseminate that know-how or
expropriate it for their own self-interested purposes is likely to be high;
quasi-rent being defined as the realizable returns entitled to a firm by way
of its differential advantage in know-how. Hence, other things being equal,
the greater the quasi-rent stream generated by an MNC's proprietaryknowhow, the greater the probability that the MNC will favor an entry mode with
high control.
Tacit Nature of Know-How. When the nature of firm-specific know-how
transferred by an MNC is tacit, it is by definition difficult to articulate
[Nelson and Winter 1982; Teece 1977]. This makes the draftingof a contract
to transfersuch know-how particularlyproblematic, resulting in the licensee
often lacking the informal routines needed to turn a technological blueprint
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into a successful product.That internalorganizationenhancesan MNC's
ability to utilize its humancapitaland drawon its organizationalmemory
to transfertacit know-howis well established.Hence, other things being
equal,the greaterthe tacit componentof firn-specific know-how,the more
an MNC will favor high controlentrymodes.
DATA
The data were gatheredvia a surveymethodology.The survey instrument
consistedof an extensivemail questionnairecomposedof fourparts:modes
of entry,globalstrategicfactors,environmental
factors,andtransaction-specific
to
factors.The questionnaire
was distributed a totalof 629 U.S.-basedmultinationals listed in The InternationalDirectory of CorporateAfiliations
1987/1988 (IDCA),with the majorline of businessfor each of the selected
firns residingin the manufacturingsector.IDCAis an extensive directory
of multinationals,listing approximately1,800 U.S.-basedMNCs and their
foreignsubsidiaries;it also includesU.S. familymembersof foreignultimate
parentcorporations.In an effort to focus our attentionon the most current
entrymode cases, the 1987/1988versionof IDCAwas carefullycompared
with the 1982/1983 versionto select those multinationalsthat experienced
internationalexpansionduringthe recentfive years.
The questionnaireswere sent to senior-levelmanagementincludingviceof internationaloperations,presidents,and CEOs. In
presidents/directors
line with the logic of John[1984], who arguesfor selectingknowledgeable
informants,the choice of this respondentgroupwas basedon the belief that
peoplein thesepositionsaremost knowledgeableon international
investment
projectsand the dynamicsof the overallforeignentrydecision process. In
respondingto the questionnaire,managerswere asked to reflect back to a
recent foreign entry mode decision they were involved in and to answer
questions accordingto the logic employed in reaching that decision. A
follow-up letter was sent to those firms that did not respondto the questionnairetwo monthsafterits distributiondate.
A total of 137 questionnaireswere returned,representinga 22% response
rate. Of these, forty-one were later deemed unusable due to incomplete
responses in eight cases, respondents'evaluationof investmentprojects
undertakenpriorto 1980 in five cases, andrespondents'evaluationof entry
modes not classifiedas licensing,joint venturing,or wholly owned subsidiariesin tencases.Eighteencaseswerefurthereliminatedbecausemanagement
provideda positive responseto the questionitem of whethergovernment
regulationsimposedrestrictionson the mode optionsavailableto theirfirm.
Note herethatthe studyexaminedinvestmentprojectsundertakenonly from
1980 andonwardssince it was felt thatthe investmentresultsof theserecent
undertakingswould most likely not be known at the time of questionnaire
completion.The aimherewas to minimizerespondents'
retrospective
rationalizationsfor theirentrymode decisions.
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Overall, a total of ninety-six responses were deemed usable for the analyses.
A profile of the respondents participating in the study reveals that 89% are
senior management, including CEOs, presidents, vice-presidents, and directors. With respect to the location of foreign operations under discussion, no
special concentrationof country/regionexists, rather,the geographiccoverage
of foreign locations is widely and relatively evenly distributedamong major
geographic regions: twenty-five in Pacific Asia, seventeen in South America,
twenty-five in Europe, sixteen in North America, four in Africa, and nine
in the Middle East.
MEASUREMENT
Entry Modes. Respondents were asked to identify which of the three distinct
entry modes-licensing, joint venturing, or wholly owned subsidiariesrepresents the chosen mode of the foreign operation under discussion. In
joint venturing cases, respondents were asked to explicitly state the percentage of their equity participation in the foreign operation and the number of
partners involved. It is worth noting that a fourth choice was also given to
respondents, that of "other,"for those respondents who did not feel that any
of the aforementioned categories correctly reflected the form of entry mode
characterizingtheir foreign operationunder discussion. The responses showing this category were excluded from the analyses. Of the ten responses classified as such, six were identified by respondents as franchising agreements
and two were identified as contract management; the remaining two went
unspecified.
Of the ninety-six foreign entry launches used in the analyses, thirty-two
were wholly owned subsidiaries, thirty-eight were joint ventures, and
twenty-six were licensing agreements. It should be noted that despite U.S.based multinationals' strong preference for wholly owned subsidiaries, we
were able to obtain a sufficient number of joint ventures and licensing
agreements for our analyses. This was possible since we asked managers to
report the cases of joint venturing or licensing ratherthan of wholly owned
subsidiaries when their firm recently engaged in multiple foreign entry
decisions. Moreover, while we checked for the possibility of a nonresponse
bias, no clear evidence for its existence was found; there was no systematic
nonresponse either from multinationals with any specific industry profile or
regarding any specific regional location of foreign ventures. With respect
to joint ventures, in most cases (82%) respondents specified the existence
of only one equity partner in the foreign venture. Moreover, the equity
participation held by respondent firms, in 73% of the cases, showed a
majority position.
Key Determinants of Entry Mode. The nine key variables recognized to
influence the focal decision of foreign entry mode are latent in that they are
linked to the empirical world only throughindicators.Moreover, they appear
to be wide-ranging,multifacedconstructs.As such, psychometricmeasurement
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based on multiple items rather than a single-item proxy seemed a more
fitting approach [Peter 1979; Fomnell1982; Churchill 1979], and was used
in the analyses.
As no established scales with proven psychometric properties exist to measure the nine constructs, it was necessary to develop indicators that could
representthe domain of each construct.Accordingly, a compendium of items
thought to be associated with each of the nine constructs was drawn from
the relevantliterature.Respondentswere asked to evaluate the foreign venture
under discussion across each of these items on a 7-point Likert-type scale.
After data collection, an iterative procedure was employed to refine the set
of indicatorsfor each construct.The item-to-totalcorrelation,i.e., the correlation
between the score of each indicator and the total score of those indicators
used to capture each construct, was then examined. Following the steps
suggested by Nunnally [1978], those indicators with a low correlation with
the total score (i.e., r<.25) and those indicators below a sudden drop off in
the item total correlation were eliminated. A Cronbach's coefficient alpha
was then calculated for the remaining set of items.
Drawing on Nunnally [1978], Churchill [1979:68] suggests that in the early
stages of basic research reliabilities of .50 or .60 suffice. Because this
research represents a first attempt at developing multiple-item measures of
the identified constructs in the context of market entry, .60 was the cut-off
point set for coefficient alpha. Accordingly, the aforementioned iterative
procedure was performed until those items associated with each construct
were reduced to a reliable set (i.e., Cronbach's coefficient alpha greaterthan
.60). The fimalset of indicatorsused to measureeach constructand Cronbach's
coefficient alpha for each scale are provided in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the coefficient alphas for all constructs were above
the .6 cut-off point established here; in fact, they all either exceeded or came
very close to Nunnally's .7 criterion for basic research. Hence, the reliabilities of these constructs were judged to be sufficient for our study. It should
be noted, however, that while concentratingon the correlated items for each
construct shown in Table 1 provides a more "accurate"evaluation of some
aspects of the construct, the iterative procedure used here might have eliminated certain aspects of the construct that were not correlated but were still
constitutive of the construct; hence it might have generated a partially
incomplete set of indicators for the construct. With this limitation in mind,
a score for each constructwas derived using a unit weighing scheme. Einhom
and Hogarth [1975] recommended this approachfor situations such as ours:
a moderate sample size (50<n<200) and a vague or nonexistent criterion
variable. Unit weighing has strengths in that it uses no degrees of freedom
since weights are not estimated from the data, and is estimated without
error. The means, standard deviations, and correlations among the nine
constructs used in the analyses are reported in Table 2. The fact that most
of the constructs are not highly correlated suggests that fairly independent
constructs have been tapped.
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TABLEI
Used
to
Assess the Nine Key Constructsa
Final Indicators
Constructs

Cronbach's alpha

Global Concentration
For the industryinvolved:
Number of competing players (many/few)
Global four firm concentration ratio (low/high)
Proportionof global competitors exercising tight coordination
across business units (low/high)

.8301

Global Synergies
Extent of global scale economies (not at all/great)
The level of possible sharing between the foreign business unit
and the organization's other business units with respect
to ... (low/high)
Manufacturingknow-how
Marketingknow-how
Management expertise
R&D resources
R&D personnel
Production personnel
Marketingpersonnel
Distributionsystem

.7458

Global Strategic Motivations
Strategic motivations for entering the host market:
To attack global competitors (low/high)
To establish a strategic outpost for future market expansion
(weak/strong)
To develop a global sourcing site (weak/strong)

.6849

Country Risk
Instabilityof the host politicalsystem (low/high)
Likelihoodof host governmenttakingactionsto annihilateor limitcompany's
ownership of the foreign venture (low/high)
Likelihoodof host government constraining the foreign operation by
institutingpolicies with respect to. . . (low/high)
Price control
Local content requirements
Transfer risk of host country with respect to ... (low/high)
Currency inconvertibility
Remittance control

.7935

Location Unfamiliarity
Company's priorexperience with the host country (great/not at all)
Perceived differences between the home and host country with
respect to ... (not at all/great)
Culture
Political systems
Economic conditions

.7102
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TABLE I
(continued)
Constructs

Cronbach's alpha

Demand Uncertainty
For the industryinvolved in the host market:
Industrygrowth rate (high/low)
Stage of industrylife cycle (maturity/introduction)
Frequency of major technological changes (low/high)

.8149

Competition Intensity
Instabilityof market share (low/high)
Number of existing and potential competitors (few/many)
Level of fixed costs relative to value added (low/high)
Costs facing the buyer of switching from one supplier (competitor)
to another (substantialVnegligible)

.6971

Value of Firm-Specific Know-How
For the product or process involved in the foreign venture:
The perceived level of reputationwith respect to ... (low/high)
Design
Quality
Style
Internationalrecognition of brand name (not at all/great)
Technological innovativeness (low/high)

.7642

Tacit Nature of Know-How
.7531
For the product or process involved in the foreign venture:
Difficultyto assess the proper price (not at all/great)
Difficultyto understand the manufacturing/marketingknow-how
(not at all/great)
Difficultyto transfer the manufacturing/marketingknow-how
(not at all/great)
R&D intensity (low/high)
aAll of these indicators were assessed on 7-point Likert-typescales. The anchors are
shown in parentheses with the low end of the scale on the left.

EMPIRICAL TESTS
The outlined eclectic framework was tested at two different levels. First,
we tested the validity of the overall framework using Multivariate Analysis
of Variance (MANOVA). Here the analytical interest lay in testing the
framework through an examination of the impact of the nine variables
operated together on the ultimate entry modes choice. Under MANOVA,
distinct entry modes served as the categorized independent variable with the
nine constructsas the dependentvariables. It is worth noting that MANOVA
has a strength in that it takes the inter-relationships among the constructs
into account [Pedhazur 1982; Tatsuoka 1971].
Second, we assessed the effects of the entry mode variables in discriminating
among the distinct modes of entry. Our main aim here was to evaluate the
relative importance of global strategic variables vis-a-vis the other entry
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determinants in discriminating among our three entry modes. We first conducted Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) with the entry mode as the
grouping variable and the nine constructs as the predictor variables. Here a
discriminant territorialmap and a two-group breakdown analysis were also
developed. Note that MANOVA tested for an overall difference in the profiles
of the three distinct entry modes of licensing, joint venturing, and wholly
owned subsidiaries whereas MDA provided information on the relative
importanceof each profilevariablein discriminating
amongthe threeentrymodes.
While MDA provides a macro picture of the importance and effectiveness
of the entry variables in discriminating among the three entry modes, it does
not provide statistical tests for the significance of the individual coefficients
of our predictor variables. Hence, in addition to MDA, we conducted Multinomial Logit (MNL) analysis to provide such tests.
We specified an MNL model to assess the impact of the independentvariables
on the probability that each of the three entry modes would be chosen. In
our logit model, the dependentvariables were the logarithmsof the odds that
a particular entry mode would be chosen; the independent variables were
the nine global strategic, environmental, and transaction specific-variables.
In particular,given that there are three institutional mode choices, the model
was specified as follows [Schmidt and Strauss 1975]:

Io'ge

LpL]

where
Pij = the probability that the entry i is of the institutional mode j
where j (2,3),

the probability that the entry i is of the institutional mode 1
where 1 is the base of reference mode,
Xi =a vector (1x9) of the independent variables for the ith entry
observation,
b= a vector (9x 1) of parametersof the independent variables for
the jth institutional mode.
In the light of the fact that licensing agreements can be characterizedby the
lowest level of control and resource commitments among our three entry
mode choices, we used licensing agreements as the base of reference mode
here. Hence, our parametersare interpretablein reference to licensing agreements; note from the above equation that its left-hand side is the logarithm
of the ratio of the probabilities with the denominator here being associated
with licensing agreements. The model was estimated subject to the condition that the sum of the probability for choosing each of our three entry
modes is equal to 1.
Specifically, the estimation of the model was performed by maximization
of the likelihood function of the model. This maximization was done by
Pi,

=
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applying the nonlinear maximization program used in Schmidt and Strauss
[1975]. Given the condition that the sum of the probability for choosing
each of our three entry modes is equal to 1, the likelihood function of the
model here was specified as:

L

I

Pil
iEEO

Pii

iE0i

where 01={i1jth institutional mode is observed; here jE (2,3)1
pii

=

1
3
1+

eXiPj

i=2

3
+

eXiPj
j=2

the unique contributionof global strategic variables as a group
Furthermnore,
in explaining the entry mode choice was examined by Rao's Q-statistic; the
aim here was to complement MNL analysis by providing statistical tests for
the significance of the variables of our interest as a group rather than
individually.A Q-statisticoriginallyproposedby Rao [1952] has been purported
by others (e.g., Dillon and Goldstein [1984]) as an appropriatetest statistic
to deal with the model comparison in the case of categorical dependent
variables.The full discriminantmodel containingall three groups or categories
of variables shown in Figure 1 was compared with three restricted discrimi~ ~~~~eil
choice.~
mode
a differentpair of these threegroups of variables;
each containing
models
nant
the unique contributionof the group left out in each of the restricted models
was then analyzed.
MANOVA Results. MANOVA results indicate that there are significant
overall differences in the profiles of the three distinct entry modes with
respect to the nine key constructs of the eclectic framework. Wilks' lambda
was .3587 for the overall framework;F(l18,170)=6.3247 which was significant
at p(O.OOl. Thus, the null hypothesis of identical profiles is rejected. The
profiles do vary with respect to the nine entry mode determninantsof our
eclectic framework and hence the central hypothesis is not rejected. To the
extent that competitive firms' prevalent practices reflect, in a darwinian
sense, successful strategic behavior (e.g., Bowman [1963]; Lilien [1979]),
one may then conclude that the outlined eclectic framework provides managers with a reasonable way to organize the decision variables for the entry
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MDA Results. The discriminant analysis yielded two canonical discriminant
functions. The results are shown in Table 3. The first function explained
more variance than the second one (97.04% compared with 2.96%).
As shown in Table 3, while discriminant function 1 was significant
(p<.OOO),function 2 was insignificant (p<.821). As a rule of thumb, it is
suggested that structurecoefficients > .30 be treated as significant [Pedhazur
1982]. Inspection of the coefficients of function 1 indicates that the significant coefficients are country risk, global synergies, the tacit nature of knowhow, global concentration, and location unfamiliarity. Of these five, except
for country risk and location unfamiliarity, all variables showed positive
signs. This suggests that function 1 would produce high (low) discriminant
scores for the firms with low (high) scores on country risk and location
unfamiliarity and high (low) scores on global synergies, the tacit nature of
know-how, and global concentration.
It is worth noting here that the constructs of the value of firm-specific
know-how and global strategic motivations also approach the meaningful
mark. This suggests that these constructs, though not of first and foremost
consideration in the entry decision process, may be nonetheless said to
influence multinationalmanagers' entry mode choice. Interestingly,however,
the results of MDA suggest that demand uncertainty and competition intensity play a minimal role in influencing the ultimate entry decision.
A visual representation of the MDA results is provided by a discriminant
territorial map where the abscissa represents the first discriminant variate
and the ordinate represents the second (see Figure 2). As can be seen in
Figure 2, the centroids of the three distinctive entry modes were mainly
separated by function 1 but hardly by function 2; this was so since discriminant function 2 was statistically insignificant.
As shown in Figure 2, wholly owned subsidiaries, joint venturing, and
licensing agreementsoccupied a high, medium, and low centroid or discriminant score position, respectively. Given the results of Table 3, this suggests
that firms with wholly owned subsidiaries (licensing) tend to have low
(high) scores on country risk and location unfamiliarity and high (low)
scores on global synergies, the tacit nature of know-how, and global concentration. While not deterministic, this provides some evidence in support
of our hypothesized profiles of the different entry modes.
The classification accuracy of the resulting discriminant functions performed better than would a chance model. Table 4 provides the classification accuracy of the discriminant functions for the three distinct entry
modes. As shown in Table 4, the overall hit ratio was 76.0%; 68.8% of the
wholly owned subsidiary group, 81.6% of the joint venturing group, and
76.9% of the licensing group were correctly classified. All three individual
group hit ratios met the criterion that a rough estimate of the acceptable
level of predictive accuracy should be at least 25% greater than by chance
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TABLE3
DiscriminantAnalysis Results for the Eclectic Model
StructureCoefficients
Variables
Global Concentration
Global Synergies
Global Strategic Motivations
Country Risk
Location Unfamiliarity
Demand Uncertainty
Competition Intensity
Value of Firm-SpecificKnow-How
Tacit Nature of Know-How
Eigenvalue
Wilks'lambdp
% of variance
Canonical correlation
Chi square
Degree of freedom
Significance, P<

Function 1
0.3093
0.3746
0.2518
-0.4084
-0.3016
-0.1250
-0.1155
0.2727
0.3403
1.6540
0.3584
97.04
0.7894
91.247
18
0.0000

Function 2
-0.7001
0.0820
0.5047
-0.0157
-0.2814
0.2610
0.1980
-0.1650
0.2778
0.0505
0.9520
2.96
0.2192
4.382
8
0.8211

(i.e., 33.3%, 39.6%, and 27.1%, for wholly owned subsidiaries, joint venturing, and licensing, respectively) [Pedhazur 1982]. The results suggest,
therefore, that the discriminant functions performed well in classifying the
three distinct entry modes.
Moreover, a two-group breakdown analysis was conducted to examine the
performance of the discriminant functions in differentiating the three entry
modes [Stevens 1972]. Mahalanobis' D2 was calculated to examine the
distance of each pair of groups on the discrimination map. Mahalanobis' D2
represents the squared distance between the centroids corresponding to the
groups along the discfiminantaxes. The largerthe D2, the more heterogeneous
the groups. In addition, two other multivariate statistics were also reported
for each pair of groups: Hotelling's T2 and Fisher's R2. These results are
reported in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, the discriminantfunctions proved
to be significant (p<.OOl)across all pairwise comparisons.
MNL Results. Table 6 provides the MNL results. As can be seen in Table 6,
all three global strategic variables showed a significant impact on the entry
mode choice, but to various degrees. Specifically, while firms showed a
greater likehood to choose wholly owned subsidiaries over licensing when
they ranked global concentrationhighly, firms tended to avoid licensing and
ratherto pursue a higher control mode, either wholly owned subsidiaries or
joint venturing,as they scored global strategicmotivations or global synergies
highly.
As shown in Table 6, while the two environmentalvariables,demanduncertainty
and competition intensity, did not significantly affect finns' entry mode
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FIGURE2
Discriminant Territorial Map
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choice, the other two environmnental
variables,countryrisk and location
on the entrymodechoice.Specifiunfatnliarity,carrieda considerableimnpact
cally, fir1s with high host countryrisk or locationunfamiliaritytendedto
avoid wholly owned subsidiaries or joint venturing in pursuit of the lower
resource commitment mode of licensing.

Lastly, the two transaction-specific-vaniables
yielded mixed results.Whiile
the value of firn-specific know-howwas not found to affect finms' entry
mode decision, the tacit nature of know-how did affect the odds of firms'

choice of entrymode. Specincally,the higherthe tacit componentof knowhow, the greaterthe likelihood for firis to choose either wholly owned
subsidiariesor joint venturingover licensing agreements.
Theuet of the model was tested based on the likelihood ratio shown in
Pindyckand Rubinfeld[1981]. The fit statisticused was -2 log X, where
is the likelihoodratio;this statisticfollows a chi-squaredistsbution.Here
XL
d defied as LO/Lmaxc
was
whereLmaxis the likelihoodfunctionof the model
in question and Lo is the likelihood function of the null model; the null
raio
s the
ikelihoo
thssttsicflow0.hisuredsriuin.Hr
is the model
model
where all slope coefficientsare zero. Given the results
that log Lo was -105.467 and log Lmaxwas -44.941 as reportedin the
, hence
bottom of Table 6, thef[t statistic of -2 log was 121.052 and
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TABLE 4
Classification Accuracya
Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group
Wob
JV
LA

No. of Cases

WO

JV

LA

32
38
26

68.8%
10.5%
00.0%

31.3%
81.6%
23.1%

00.0%
07.9%
76.9%

aThe overall hit ratio was 76.0%
bGroups defined: WO=Wholly Owned; JV=Joint Venturing; LA=Licensing Agreements

TABLE 5
A Two-Group Breakdown Analysisa
Groups Compared
WO & JV
JV & LA
WO & LA

Mahalanobis' D2
1.5405
1.8577
3.2745

Hotelling's T2
19.7184
28.6782
46.9721

Fisher's R2
0.2248
0.3163
0.4567

aAll of the statistics were significant at p<.001.

Altogether, the MNL results suggest that of the six variables found to
influence the entry mode choice, three were strategic (global concentration,
global synergies, global strategic motivations), two environmental (country
risk, location unfamiliarity), and one transaction-specific (tacit nature of
know-how). This provides evidence in support of the basic contention of
this paper: that researchers would do well to treat the entry mode decision
not only as a function of environmental and transaction-specific considerations but also as a function of the strategic relationship an MNC envisages
between its operations across borders.This evidence appearsto be consistent
with that providedby MDA. Consideringthese two analyses are applicableto
similar research settings, the comparable results are not surprising (see also
Anderson and Coughlan [1987]).
Q-Statistic Test Results. As can be seen in Table 7, the unique influence of
global strategic variables as a group was found to be statistically significant
(p<.05) only on the choice between wholly owned subsidiaries and licensing
agreements. A review of the Q-values suggests, however, that while statistically insignificant the group also carriedsome unique impact (Q-values> 1)
on the other two choices: wholly owned subsidiaries versus joint venturing
and joint venturing versus licensing agreements. Although not of the focal
interest of this test and accordingly, for purposes of brevity, not presented
in Table 7, it is worthnoting that the groups of environmentaland transactionspecific variables played their unique role also in choosing between wholly
owned subsidiaries and licensing; they were significant at p<.05 and p<.10,
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TABLE 7
Unique Contribution of the Group of Global Strategic Variables
Groups Compared
WO & JV
JV & LA
WO & LA

Q-Statistic

Degrees of
Freedom

Significance
Level

1.494
1.758

3,60
3,54

3.014

3,48

n.s.a
n.s.
p<.05

an.s.=not significant

respectively. Overall, the results provide evidence that beyond environmental
and transaction-specific factors, the group of global strategic considerations
plays an important role in making multinationals' entry mode choice.
CONCLUSION
This paper argues that beyond the environmental and transaction-specific
factors established in the literature to affect the entry mode decision, we
should also consider a multinational's global strategic posture in reaching
this decision. Support for this view was found in all levels of our empirical
analysis, viz., MANOVA, MDA, MNL and Q-statistic test. The MANOVA
results indicate that there are overall differences in the profiles of the three
distinct entry modes of licensing, joint venturing, and wholly owned subsidiaries with respect to the nine entry mode determinants of our eclectic
framework. This suggests that the eclectic framework presents a reasonable
way to explain a multinationals' entry mode decision behavior.
When assessing the effects of the entry mode determinantsin discriminating
among the distinct modes of entry, our MDA, MNL and Q-test results consistently suggest that firms' final entry mode choice is significantly influenced
by global strategicvariablesas well as by environmentaland transaction-specific
factors. These findings furthersupport our assertion that the decision framework for multinationals'entry mode choice should expand beyond the narrow
confines of the individual entrant to encompass the strategic relationship a
firm envisages between its operations across borders.
This study provides some contribution to management. First, this research
helps to reinforce in executives'mindsets the importance of expanding the
decision framework beyond the narrow confines of each entry decision in
isolation to encompass the global strategy their firm pursues or aims to
pursue. Second, managers can be provided with a better understanding of
the importance of each variable in influencing the entry mode decision;
hence they can better prioritize the relevant variables in evaluating their
entry mode alternatives. This appears valuable because it will allow managers, who often confront time and resource constraints, to focus on the
variables most relevant to their entry mode decision without going through
an exhaustive entry mode analysis.
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This work is not withoutlimitations.One limitationstems from the manufacturingemphasisof this study. The investigationof other sectors (e.g.,
service sectors)remainsto be undertakento test the generalizabilityof our
findings. A furtherlimitationarises from the fact that the entry decisions
were studiedpost hoc ratherthan duringthe decision process; this might
result in the responsesbeing partiallybased on retrospectiverationalizations. However,given thatthe entrymodes evaluatedby respondentswere
recentlyundertakenandthatmanagersmost likely did not know the results
of theirdecisionsat the time of questionnairecompletion,it appearsunlikely
that theirresponseswere seriouslyexposed to such risks.
Notwithstandingthese limitations,comparedwith the existing international
entrymode works,this study enjoys a uniqueadvantagein its use of data.
Lack of good data on foreign operationsespecially at the firm level is a
notoriousproblemin internationalbusinessresearch.Hence, little empirical
researchon the choice of internationalentry modes is known; the topic
currentlyremainslargely untestedand in a conceptualstate. This study is
the first to use firms' directresponsesratherthan secondarydata as input
in conductinga relativelylarge-scaleempiricalinvestigationof this topic.
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